February 13, 2017

Dear Valued Customer,

The DC Motor Driver (part number 110586) for FoamLogix and SmartFOAM systems will be replaced with the new Smart Motor Driver (part number 610-00044).

The original DC Motor Driver contains electronic components that are nearing end-of-life so the module has been re-designed. The new design will use the HD-PDM style enclosure which is more robust and leak resistant than the older design. This re-design also allows the opportunity to integrate componentry to eliminate external modules that are required for the SmartFOAM and SmartCAFS systems.

Original DC Motor Driver
110586

New Smart Motor Driver
610-00044

The change to the motor driver will have no effect on new system orders and can be replaced on older systems with a kit.

New orders:
Customers will not have to do anything special for new orders. The Smart Motor Driver will be mounted similarly to existing units.

Replacement orders:
The Smart Motor Driver will use the existing harness (part number 113434-C or 113435) and can be used as a replacement for any existing motor drivers currently in the field. This will require the new motor driver kit (200-00124-000) which includes the Smart Motor Driver (610-00044), adapter bracket (019-02236), power harness (513-00125-001), instructions (FSG-INS-00041), and mounting hardware.

Thank you for your continued support of Hale Products, Inc. If you have any further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact our customer service center at 1-800-533-3569.

Sincerely,

Alan Smith
Product manager – Foam and CAFS